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Abstract
Maude is able to deal with inﬁnite data structures and avoid inﬁnite computations by using strategy
annotations. However, they can eventually make the computation of the normal form(s) of some
input expressions impossible. We have used Full Maude to implement two new commands norm
and eval which furnish Maude with the ability to compute (constructor) normal forms of initial
expressions even when the use of strategy annotations together with the built-in computation
strategy of Maude is not able to obtain them. These commands have been integrated into Full
Maude, making them available inside the programming environment like any other of its commands.
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1 Introduction
The ability of dealing with inﬁnite objects is typical of lazy (functional) lan-
guages. Although the reductions in Maude are basically innermost (or eager),
Maude is able to exhibit a similar behavior by using strategy annotations
(see [17]). Maude strategy annotations are lists of non-negative integers asso-
ciated to function symbols which specify the ordering in which the arguments
are (eventually) evaluated in function calls: when considering a function call
f(t1, . . . , tk), only the arguments whose indices are present as positive inte-
gers in the local strategy (i1 · · · in) for f are evaluated (following the speciﬁed
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ordering). If 0 is found, a reduction step on the whole term f(t1, . . . , tk) is at-
tempted. The introduction of ‘true’ replacement restrictions (i.e., that forbid
reductions on some arguments) is often suﬃcient to ensure (and even prove) a
terminating behavior of a Maude program even though some expressions that
denote an inﬁnite object are involved (see [18] for an overview of methods to
formally prove termination in these cases).
Full Maude is a language extension of Maude written in Maude itself,
that endows Maude with notation for object-oriented programming and with
a powerful and extensible module algebra in which Maude modules can be
combined together to build more complex modules [9,10,4]. Every Maude
module can be loaded in Full Maude by just enclosing it into parentheses.
Then, the usual evaluation commands of Maude (e.g., reduce, rewrite, etc.)
are available in Full Maude by also enclosing them into parentheses.
As a ﬁrst example, let us consider the following parameterized module
LAZY-LIST with a ‘polymorphic’ sort List(X), and symbols nil (the empty
list) and _._ for the construction of polymorphic lists.
(fth TRIV is
sort Elt .
endfth)
(fmod LAZY-LIST(X :: TRIV) is
protecting INT .
sort List(X) .
subsort X@Elt < List(X) .
op nil : -> List(X) [ctor] .
op _._ : X@Elt List(X) -> List(X) [ctor strat (1 0)] .
op take : Int List(X) -> List(X) .
var N : Int . var X : X@Elt . var Z : List(X) .
eq take(0, Z) = nil .
eq take(N, X . Z) = X . take(N - 1, Z) .
endfm)
Note the strategy (1 0) associated to the operator _._, which forbids re-
placements on its second argument. Given a term of the form X . L, the strat-
egy indicates that its ﬁrst argument, the subterm X, will ﬁrst be reduced, and
then a reduction step on the whole term would be attempted. The LAZY-LIST
module also includes a typical polymorphic operator take which selects the
ﬁrst n components of a list. Even though take has no explicit strategy an-
notation, Maude internally assigns a by default one (1 2 0). In fact, Maude
gives a strategy annotation (1 2 · · · k 0) to each symbol f without an explicit
strategy annotation.
The instantiation of the formal parameters of a parameterized module
with actual parameter modules requires the use of views, which provide the
interpretation of the actual parameters. Given a view Nat from the functional
theory TRIV to the predeﬁned module NAT, we may then deﬁne a function
natsFrom, which is able to generate the inﬁnite list of natural numbers, as
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shown in the module NAT-LIST below.
(view Nat from TRIV to NAT is
sort Elt to Nat .
endv)
(fmod NAT-LIST is
protecting LAZY-LIST(Nat) .
op natsFrom : Nat -> List(Nat) .
var N : Nat .
eq natsFrom(N) = N . natsFrom(N + 1) .
endfm)
Thanks to the strategy annotation (1 0) for the list constructor, after en-
tering these modules into Full Maude, we can evaluate, e.g., the expression
take(4, natsFrom(0)) without entering into a non-terminating computa-
tion.
Maude> (red take(4, natsFrom(0)) .)
reduce in NAT-LIST : take(4, natsFrom(0))
result List‘(Nat‘) :
0 . take(4 - 1, natsFrom(0 + 1))
This example shows a weak point of the use of strategy annotations: they
may cause that the normal form(s) of input expressions become unreachable.
In fact, from the user’s point of view, this could be thought of as a kind of
incorrect evaluation also, when normal forms are expected as the result of
a computation. Removing the strategy annotations from module LAZY-LIST
is not a solution (we would get a non-terminating program). On the other
hand, there are diﬀerent approaches to solve this problem and they can be
summarized as follows:
(i) Performing a layered normalization: when the evaluation stops due to
the replacement restrictions introduced by the strategy annotations, it
is resumed over concrete inner parts of the resulting expression until the
normal form is reached (if any) [15,16].
(ii) Transform the program to obtain a diﬀerent one which is able to obtain
suﬃciently interesting outputs (e.g., constructor terms) [2].
(iii) Use on-demand strategy annotations where the presence of negative in-
dices allows for some extra evaluation [1].
In this paper, we introduce new commands to make techniques (i) and (ii)
available for the execution of Maude programs. Or to be more precise, of Full
Maude programs. On-demand strategy annotations are not directly available
in Maude, although they can be used, e.g., in CafeOBJ programs (see [22]).
Full Maude and its execution environment are implemented using the re-
ﬂective capabilities of Maude. In fact, reﬂection, together with the good prop-
erties of rewriting logic as a logical framework [20,19], makes quite easy to
develop formal tools and execution environments in Maude for any logic L
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of interest, including rewriting logic itself (see e.g. [10,3]). More attractive
for our goals is the greater ﬂexibility, maintainability, and extensibility that
the implementation obtained in this way aﬀords. In particular, in the same
way commands like reduce, search, or match can be implemented in Full
Maude, we could make new commands available. This is in fact what we have
done, and what we present in this piece of work. Of course, instead of making
direct calls to metaReduce, metaSearch, or metaMatch, as in the case of the
above commands, we shall need to take the appropriate actions for each of
them: to deﬁne a new rewriting strategy in the case of the norm command—
technique (i)—or to provide the appropriate transformation in the case of the
eval command—technique (ii).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives some prelim-
inaries on context-sensitive rewriting and local strategies. Section 3 discusses
on reﬂection and the way it appears in Maude through its built-in module
META-LEVEL. Sections 4 and 5 explain, respectively, how the commands norm
and eval have been added to Full Maude. Section 6 draws some conclusions
and future work.
2 Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, X denotes a countable set of variables and F denotes
a signature, i.e., a set of function symbols {f, g, . . .}, each having a ﬁxed arity
given by a mapping ar : F → N. The set of terms built from F and X
is T (F ,X ). Terms are viewed as labelled trees in the usual way. Positions
p, q, . . . are represented by chains of positive natural numbers used to address
subterms of t. We denote the empty chain by Λ. Given positions p and q, we
denote its concatenation as p.q. If p is a position, and Q is a set of positions,
p.Q = {p.q | q ∈ Q}. The set of positions of a term t is Pos(t). The subterm
at position p of t is denoted as t|p, and t[s]p is the term t with the subterm
at position p replaced by s. The symbol labelling the root of t is denoted as
root(t).
A rewrite rule is an ordered pair (l, r), written l → r, with l, r ∈ T (F ,X ),
l ∈ X and Var(r) ⊆ Var(l). The left-hand side (lhs) of the rule is l and r is its
right-hand side (rhs). A TRS is a pair R = (F , R) where R is a set of rewrite
rules. A term t ∈ T (F ,X ) rewrites to s (at position p), written t
p
→R s (or
just t → s), if t|p = σ(l) and s = t[σ(r)]p, for some rule ρ : l → r ∈ R,
p ∈ Pos(t) and substitution σ. A TRS is terminating if → is terminating.
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2.1 Context-sensitive rewriting
A mapping µ : F → P(N) is a replacement map (or F -map) if ∀f ∈ F , µ(f) ⊆
{1, . . . , ar(f)} [12]. The set of µ-replacing positions Posµ(t) of t ∈ T (F ,X )
is: Posµ(t) = {Λ}, if t ∈ X and Posµ(t) = {Λ} ∪
⋃
i∈µ(root(t)) i.Pos
µ(t|i), if
t ∈ X . In context-sensitive rewriting (CSR [12]), we (only) contract replacing
redexes: t µ-rewrites to s, written t ↪→µ s, if t
p
→R s and p ∈ Pos
µ(t). The
↪→µ-normal forms are called µ-normal forms. Note that, except for the trivial
case µ = µ, where µ(f) = {1, . . . , ar(f)} for all f ∈ F , the µ-normal forms
strictly include all normal forms of R. The canonical replacement map µcanR is
the most restrictive replacement map ensuring that the non-variable subterms
of the left-hand sides of the rules of R are replacing. Note that µcanR is easily
obtained from R: ∀f ∈ F , i ∈ {1, . . . , ar(f)},
i ∈ µcanR (f) iﬀ ∃l ∈ L(R), p ∈ PosF(l), (root(l|p) = f ∧ p.i ∈ PosF(l))
Let CMR = {µ ∈ MR | µ
can
R 	 µ} be the set of replacement maps which are
less or equally restrictive than µcanR . One of the most important properties of
the canonical replacement map(s) is the following.
Theorem 2.1 [12,15] Let R be a left-linear TRS and µ ∈ CMR. Every µ-
normal form is a head-normal form.
2.2 E-strategies
A positive local strategy (or E-strategy) for a k-ary symbol f ∈ F is a sequence
ϕ(f) of integers taken from {0, 1, . . . , k} which are given in parentheses (see
the LAZY-LIST module in Section 1). A mapping ϕ that associates a local
strategy ϕ(f) to every f ∈ F is called an E-strategy map [22]. Nagaya
describes the operational semantics of term rewriting under E-strategy maps
as follows [21]: Let L be the set of all lists consisting of natural numbers. By
Ln, we denote the set of all lists of natural numbers not exceeding n ∈ N.
We use the signature FL = {fL | f ∈ F ∧ L ∈ Lar(f)} and labelled variables
XL = {xnil | x ∈ X}. An E-strategy map ϕ for F is extended to a mapping
from T (F ,X ) to T (FL,XL) as follows:
ϕ(t) =
⎧⎨
⎩
xnil if t = x ∈ X
fϕ(f)(ϕ(t1), . . . , ϕ(tk)) if t = f(t1, . . . , tk)
The mapping erase : T (FL,XL) → T (F ,X ) removes labellings from symbols
in the obvious way. The binary relation →ϕ on T (FL,XL) × N
∗
+ (i.e., pairs
〈t, p〉 of labelled terms t and positions p) is [22,21]: 〈t, p〉 →ϕ 〈s, q〉 if and only
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if p ∈ Pos(t) and either
(i) root(t|p) = fnil, s = t and p = q.i for some i; or
(ii) t|p = fi:L(t1, . . . , tk) with i > 0, s = t[fL(t1, . . . , tk)]p and q = p.i; or
(iii) t|p = f0:L(t1, . . . , tk), erase(t|p) is not a redex, s = t[fL(t1, . . . , tk)]p, q = p;
or
(iv) t|p = f0:L(t1, . . . , tk) = σ(l
′), erase(l′) = l, s = t[σ(ϕ(r))]p for some
l → r ∈ R and substitution σ, q = p.
We write e ∈ L to denote that item e appears somewhere within the list L.
Given an E-strategy map ϕ for F , we deﬁne µϕ ∈ MF as follows: for all
f ∈ F , µϕ(f) = {i = 0 | i ∈ ϕ(f)}. We will drop superscript ϕ if no confusion
arises. Rewriting with strategy annotations is closely related to CSR.
Theorem 2.2 [13,14] Let R be a TRS and ϕ be a positive E-strategy map. Let
t ∈ T (FL,XL), and p ∈ Pos
µ(erase(t)) be s.t. root(t|p) = fL for some suﬃx L
of ϕ(f). If 〈t, p〉 →ϕ 〈s, q〉, then q ∈ Pos
µ(erase(s)) and erase(t) ↪→=µ erase(s).
This result expresses that any reduction sequence issued under control of
an E-strategy ϕ consists of µϕ-rewriting steps. Semantics of programs under
a given E-strategy map ϕ is given by means of a mapping evalϕ (from terms
to their sets of ‘computed values’). Nagaya describes evalϕ for positive E-
strategy maps by using the reduction relation →ϕ [21,22]: given a TRS R =
(F , R) and a positive E-strategy map ϕ forF , evalϕ : T (F ,X ) → P(T (F ,X ))
is deﬁned as evalϕ(t) = {erase(s) ∈ T (F ,X ) | 〈ϕ(t),Λ〉 →
!
ϕ 〈s,Λ〉}. Terms
collected in evalϕ(t) are called E-normal forms. The following result shows
that they are simply µϕ-normal forms.
Theorem 2.3 [13] Let R = (C unionmultiD, R) be a TRS and ϕ be an E-strategy map
such that for all f ∈ D, ϕ(f) ends in 0. If s ∈ evalϕ(t), then s is a µ-normal
form of t.
Strategy annotations in Maude fulﬁll the requirement of Theorem 2.3. This
is essential for the use of the ﬁrst new evaluation command that we introduce
in Section 4.
3 Reﬂection and the META-LEVEL module
Maude’s design and implementation systematically exploits the reﬂective ca-
pabilities of rewriting logic [4], providing key features of the universal theory
U in its built-in META-LEVEL module. In particular, META-LEVEL has sorts
Term and Module, so that the representations of a term t and of a module R
are, respectively, a term t of sort Term and a term R of sort Module.
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The basic cases in the representation of terms are obtained by subsorts
Constant and Variable of the sort Qid of quoted identiﬁers. Constants are
quoted identiﬁers that contain the name of the constant and its type sepa-
rated by a dot, e.g., ’0.Nat. Similarly, variables contain their name and type
separated by a colon, e.g., ’N:Nat. Then, a term is constructed in the usual
way, by applying an operator symbol to a list of terms.
subsorts Constant Variable < Qid Term .
subsort Term < TermList .
op _,_ : TermList TermList -> TermList [ctor assoc] .
op _[_] : Qid TermList -> Term [ctor] .
For example, the term take(0, 2 . nil) of sort List(Nat) in the module
LAZY-LIST(Nat) is metarepresented as
’take[’0.Nat, ’_._[’2.Nat, ’nil.List‘(Nat‘)]]
Similarly, META-LEVEL includes declarations for metarepresenting modules.
For example, a functional module can be represented as a term of sort Module
using the following operator.
op fmod_is_sorts_.____endfm : Qid ImportList SortSet SubsortDeclSet
OpDeclSet MembAxSet EquationSet -> FModule [ctor ...] .
Similar declarations allow us to represent the diﬀerent types of declarations
we can ﬁnd in a module.
The module META-LEVEL also provides key metalevel functions for rewrit-
ing and evaluating terms at the metalevel, namely, metaApply, metaRewrite,
metaReduce, etc., and also generic parsing and pretty printing functions
metaParse and metaPrettyPrint [6,4]. For example, metaReduce takes as
arguments the representation of a module R and the representation of a term
t in that module, and returns the representation of the fully reduced form of
the term t using the equations in R, together with its corresponding sort or
kind.
op metaReduce : Module Term -> [ResultPair] .
op {_,_} : Term Type -> ResultPair [ctor] .
All this functionality is very useful for metaprogramming, and in partic-
ular when building formal tools. Moreover, Full Maude provides a powerful
setting in which additional facilities are available, making the implementation
of new commands, as the ones introduced in this paper, much simpler. The
speciﬁcation of Full Maude and its execution environment can then be used
as the infrastructure on which building new features, with the additional ad-
vantage of making such commands applicable to Full Maude modules, that is,
to modules which may be parameterized, object-oriented, etc.
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4 Extending Full Maude to handle the command norm
The normalization via µ-normalization procedure is introduced in [15,16] as a
simple mechanism to furnish CSR with the ability to compute normal forms
of initial expressions even though CSR itself is not able to compute them.
The technique works for left-linear, conﬂuent TRSs R which use a canonical
replacement map, i.e., µ ∈ CMR. The idea is very simple: if we are able to
ensure that the µ-normal forms are always head-normal forms (and this is the
case under the previous assumptions, see Theorem 2.1), then it is safe to get
into the maximal non-replacing subterms of a µ-normal form s of a term t to
(recursively) continue the computation.
We have implemented this procedure as a new command norm which uses
the outcome of red (which, in Maude, are µϕ-normal forms according to Theo-
rem 2.3) to perform this layered evaluation of the initial expressions. The new
command permits to obtain the intended value of the expression in Section 1.
Maude> (norm take(4, natsFrom(0)) .)
reduce in NAT-LIST :
take(4, natsFrom(0))
result List‘(Int‘) :
0 . 1 . 2 . 3 . nil
As for other commands, we may deﬁne the actions to take when the com-
mand is used by deﬁning its corresponding meta-function. For instance, a
reduce command is executed by appropriately calling the metaReduce func-
tion. In the case of norm, we deﬁne an operation metaNorm, which takes
arguments of sort Module and Term and returns a term of sort ResultPair,
a pair consisting of a term and its corresponding sort (see [6] for details).
Basically, metaNorm calls the auxiliary function metaNormRed, which reduces
the term using metaReduce, and then proceeds recursively on each of the ar-
guments of the resulting term. It calls metaNormRed on the arguments with
evaluation restrictions, and metaNormNoRed on the others. metaNormNoRed
proceeds as metaNormRed, but without reducing the term before going on the
arguments.
op metaNorm : Module Term -> ResultPair .
ops metaNormRed metaNormNoRed : Module Term -> Term .
op procStrat : Module Term OpDeclSet -> Term .
op procStrat : Module Term Nat NatList -> Term .
var F : Qid . var M : Module .
var C : Constant . var OPDS : OpDeclSet .
var V : Variable . var N : Nat .
vars T T’ : Term . var NL : NatList .
var TL : TermList .
ceq metaNorm(M, T)
= {T’, leastSort(M, T’)}
if T’ := metaNormRed(M, T) .
eq metaNormRed(M, T)
= procStrat(M, getTerm(metaReduce(M, T)), getOps(M)) .
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eq metaNormNoRed(M, T) = procStrat(M, T, getOps(M)) .
eq procStrat(M, V, OPDS) = V .
eq procStrat(M, C, OPDS) = C .
eq procStrat(M, F[TL], OPDS)
= F[procStratAux(M,TL,1,getStrat(M,F,getTypes(M,TL),OPDS))] .
eq procStratAux(M, (T, TL), N, NL)
= procStratAux(M, T, N, NL), procStratAux(M, TL, N + 1, NL) .
eq procStratAux(M, T, N, NL)
= if N in NL
then metaNormNoRed(M, T)
else metaNormRed(M, T)
fi .
Now, we need to extend Full Maude so that the command can be entered
by the user. To parse some input using the built-in function metaParse,
we need to give the metarepresentation of the signature in which the input
is going to be parsed. In Full Maude, such a grammar is provided by the
FULL-MAUDE-SIGN module, in which we can ﬁnd the appropriate declarations
so that any valid input, namely modules, theories, views, and commands, can
be parsed. Since we wish to add new commands, we need to extend such a
module with the new declarations. For example, for the command norm, we
can deﬁne the following NORM-SIGN module.
fmod NORM-SIGN is
including FULL-MAUDE-SIGN .
op norm_. : Bubble -> Command .
endfm
To simplify parsing, we usually do it in two steps. Note for example that
in modules the parsing of equations requires considering the signature of the
module being analyzed to be able to parse the terms. The pieces of text (any
non-empty string of Maude identiﬁers) whose parsing is deferred for parsing
in a second stage, are kept as bubbles. The idea is that for a language that
allows modules with user-deﬁnable syntax—as it is the case for Maude—it is
natural to see its syntax as a combined syntax, at two diﬀerent levels: what
we may call the top level syntax of the language, and the user-deﬁnable syntax
introduced in each module (see [6] for details). The data type Bubble allows
us to reﬂect this duality of levels in the syntax deﬁnition. With the operator
norm_. we declare the syntax for the command, but keep its argument as a
bubble. We shall discuss below how bubbles are handled.
In this signature, all command operators are deﬁned of sort Command. We
can also ﬁnd in FULL-MAUDE-SIGN sorts Module and View, with the appropriate
declarations. A supersort of these, Input, covers all valid inputs.
The metarepresentation of this module, which we shall use in calls to
metaParse can be obtained as follows.
fmod META-NORM-SIGN is
including META-FULL-MAUDE-SIGN .
op NORM-GRAMMAR : -> FModule .
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eq NORM-GRAMMAR = addImports((including ’NORM-SIGN .), GRAMMAR) .
endfm
Here, GRAMMAR is the metarepresentation of the module FULL-MAUDE-SIGN, ob-
tained in a similar way, which is deﬁned in the module META-FULL-MAUDE-SIGN.
In the current version of Maude, input/output is accomplished by the
predeﬁned LOOP-MODE module, which provides a generic read-eval-print loop.
In the case of Full Maude, the persistent state of the loop is given by a single
object of class Database which maintains the database of the system. This
object has an attribute db, to keep the actual database in which all the modules
being entered are stored (a set of records), an attribute default, to keep the
identiﬁer of the current module by default, and attributes input and output to
simplify the communication of the read-eval-print loop given by the LOOP-MODE
module with the database. Using the notation for classes in object-oriented
modules we can declare such a class as follows:
class DatabaseClass | db : Database, default : ModName,
input : TermList, output : QidList .
The state of the read-eval-print loop is then given by an object of class
DatabaseClass. In the case of Full Maude, the handling of the read-eval-print
loop is deﬁned in the modules DATABASE-HANDLING and FULL-MAUDE.
The module FULL-MAUDE includes the rules to initialize the loop (rule
init), and to specify the communication between the loop—the input/output
of the system—and the database (rules in and out). Depending on the kind
of input that the database receives, its state will be changed, or some output
will be generated. Since we want a new grammar to be used for parsing the
inputs, we want to change the existing rules, that is, the FULL-MAUDE module
must be redeﬁned. We show here the relevant part of the new module. The
handling of the nonvalid parses, and the declarations kept as in the original
module are substituted by dots.
mod FULL-MAUDE is
pr META-NORM-SIGN . --- instead of META-SIGN
pr NORM-DATABASE-HANDLING . --- instead of DATABASE-HANDLING
var O : Oid . var X@Database : DatabaseClass .
var DB : Database . var MN : ModName .
var Atts : AttributeSet . vars QIL QIL’ : QidList .
...
crl [in] :
[QIL,
< O : X@Database | db : DB, input : nilTermList,
output : nil, default : MN, Atts >,
QIL’]
=> [nil,
< O : X@Database | db : DB,
input : getTerm(metaParse(NORM-GRAMMAR, QIL, ’Input)),
output : nil, --- \
default : MN, Atts >, --- \
QIL’] --- \
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if QIL =/= nil --- \
/\ metaParse(NORM-GRAMMAR, QIL, ’Input) : ResultPair .
--- \ \
... --- \-------------\-- instead of GRAMMAR
end
This module includes NORM-DATABASE-HANDLING, which deﬁnes the behav-
ior of the database upon new entries. NORM-DATABASE-HANDLING imports the
module DATABASE-HANDLING, since we want to have the same behavior for al-
ready considered inputs, and add declarations for handling appropriately the
additional command.
The key deﬁnition in NORM-DATABASE-HANDLING is the following rule.
rl [NORM] :
< O : X@Database | db : DB, input : (’norm_.[T]),
output : nil, default : MN, Atts >
=> < O : X@Database | db : DB, input : nilTermList,
output : procCommand(’norm_.[T], MN, DB),
default : MN, Atts > .
This rule deﬁnes what to do when a norm command is entered. Note
that this is the case if the result of the parsing in the rule in in the module
FULL-MAUDE has the form ’norm_.[T], where T is a variable of sort Term
representing a bubble. The function procCommand speciﬁes what to do when
such a command is entered, with MN and DB variables with values: the name of
the current default module and the state of the database, respectively. In the
case of the norm command, procCommand calls the function procNorm with the
appropriate arguments, namely the name of the default module, the ﬂatten
module itself, the bubble representing the argument of the command, the
variables in the default module, and the database. Note that depending on
whether the default module is a built-in or not, and whether it is compiled or
not, procCommand will do diﬀerent things, so that the arguments for procNorm
are obtained.
The function procNorm is in charge of evaluating the bubble given as ar-
gument of the norm command, calling the function metaNorm above, and then
preparing the results (a list of quoted identiﬁers that will be passed to the
output channel of the read-eval-print loop to be shown to the user).
op procNorm : ModExp Module Term OpDeclSet Database -> QidList .
Note that the norm and red commands have a similar syntax, that is, it may
be of the form “norm <term> .” or “norm in <module> : <term> .”. The
analysis of such a bubble is accomplished by the function solveBubblesRed
in Full Maude.
The complete speciﬁcations can be found in
http://www.dsic.upv.es/users/elp/toolsMaude
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5 Extending Full Maude to handle the command eval
When considering how the evaluation command norm works for a concrete
input term t, we understand that it is interesting to isolate the replacement
restrictions needed to achieve the head-normal form of t (produced by the
command reduce) from the restrictions needed to get its normal form (pro-
duced by the command norm). In the case of constructor normal forms, we
can rather consider a constructor (preﬁx) context C[ ] of the normal form of t
such that C[ ] ∈ T (B ∪ {},X ) for some B ⊆ C. The intuitive idea is that the
set B considers those constructor symbols which are (or could be) present in
the normal form of t. Then, reductions below the outermost deﬁned symbols
should be performed only up to (constructor) head-evaluation, in order to in-
crementally produce the normal form of t. In [2] a program transformation
aimed at achieving this goal is given. The key idea for the transformation is to
introduce a set B′τ of fresh constructor symbols having no replacement restric-
tions for each sort τ in the speciﬁcation which is involved in producing the
normal forms of interest. They are introduced as renamed versions c′ ∈ B′τ of
the original constructors c ∈ Bτ such that µ(c
′) = {1, . . . , ar(c′)} (disregarding
µ(c)). Given a sort τ , the set C∗τ ⊆ C is the set of constructor symbols that
can be found in constructor terms of sort τ . For instance, C∗Nat = {0, s } and
C∗
List(Nat)
= {nil, . , 0, s }. Hence, the set C∗τ will tell us which constructor
symbols must be renamed.
The renaming of the constructor symbols c ∈ C∗τ into new constructor
symbols c′ is performed by the rules:
quotesort(c)(c(x1, . . . , xk)) → c
′(quotesort(x1)(x1), . . . , quotesort(xk)(xk))
In practice, we use the overloading facilities of Maude and introduce a single
(overloaded) symbol quote.
The evaluation of a term t would proceed by reducing quote(t) into a term
with a constructor preﬁx context in C′. Then, we perform a postprocessing
that recovers the original names of the constructor symbols after the evaluation
of the initial expression:
unquote(c′(x1, . . . , xk)) → c(unquote(x1), . . . , unquote(xk))
Again, the symbol unquote is conveniently overloaded.
The evaluation of quoted terms quote(t) is performed by introducing some
additional rules to appropriately deal with the new symbols in the setting of
the considered program R. The transformation Vf(R) takes a deﬁned symbol
f as a parameter (usually the top symbol of t) and yields a new module which
can be used to obtain the values of expressions t whose root symbol is f . By
lack of space, we cannot give all details of the transformation and we refer the
reader to [2] for a detailed explanation of its deﬁnition and conditions of use.
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We have implemented a new command eval which uses this transforma-
tion to obtain the value (if any) associated to a given input expression t. In
contrast to the command norm, we ﬁrst transform the module and, then, we
simply reduce the expression unquote(quote(t)) within the new module (using
the metaReduce function). We deﬁne a function transformCorrComp which
takes arguments of sort Module and Qid and returns the transformed module.
Basically, transformCorrComp builds the set of rules and new symbols neces-
sary for the transformation and adds them to the previous module; see [2] for
details.
var M : Module . vars F Q Q’ : Qid .
var QIL : QidList . var IL : ImportList .
var SS : SortSet . var SSDS : SubsortDeclSet .
var OPDS : OpDeclSet . var MAS : MembAxSet .
var EQS : EquationSet . vars SortsF SortsForF : SortSet .
op transformCorrComp : Module Qid -> Module .
ceq transformCorrComp(M, F)
= (fmod Q’ is
IL
sorts SS .
SSDS
(OPDS
genNewSignature(DF ConstructorsForSortF)
genQuoteUnquote(SortsForF ; builtinSorts))
MAS
(EQS
genEquationSetS(M, DF, DF ConstructorsForSortF)
genEquationSetQuote(DF ConstructorsForSortF)
genEquationSetUnquote(ConstructorsForSortF)
genEquationSetID(builtinSorts))
endfm)
if (fmod Q is IL sorts SS . SSDS OPDS MAS EQS endfm) := M
/\ Q’ := qid("Q" + string(Q))
/\ DF := definedTRS(M, F)
/\ SortsF := getSortsOfQid(M, F)
/\ SortsForF := cvSort(M, SortsF)
/\ ConstructorsForSortF
:= filterConstructorSymbols(symbolsOfSorts(M, SortsForF)) .
As done for the command norm, we extend Full Maude so that the com-
mand eval can be entered by the user. We add the syntax for the new
command eval deﬁning the following TRCOMPLETE-SIGN module.
fmod TRCOMPLETE-SIGN is
including FULL-MAUDE-SIGN .
op eval_. : Bubble -> Command .
endfm
We also add the appropriate rules in a TRCOMPLETE-DATABASE-HANDLING
module and redeﬁne the module FULL-MAUDE, as for the norm command. The
key deﬁnition in the module TRCOMPLETE-DATABASE-HANDLING is the following
rule calling the function procCommand:
rl [EVAL] :
< O : X@Database | db : DB, input : (’eval_.[T]),
output : nil, default : MN, Atts >
=> < O : X@Database | db : DB, input : nilTermList, default : MN,
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output : procCommand(’eval_.[T], MN, DB), Atts > .
We have included some extra functions used in the sequence of calls from
the function procCommand down to the function transformCorrComp pre-
sented above.
op procTRCorrComp : ModExp Module Term OpDeclSet Database
-> QidList .
op preTransformCorrComp : Module Term Qid -> QidList .
The function procCommand calls the function procTRCorrComp with the ap-
propriate arguments: the name of the default module, the ﬂatten module itself,
the bubble representing the argument of the command, the variables in the de-
fault module, and the database. The function procTRCorrComp is in charge of
evaluating the bubble given as argument of the eval command, calling another
extra function preTransformCorrComp, and then preparing the results (a list
of quoted identiﬁers that will be passed to the output channel of the read-eval-
print loop to be shown to the user). The function preTransformCorrComp,
which ﬁnally calls transformCorrComp, performs two tests in order to deter-
mine whether the transformation is necessary or not. These two tests are
associated to the following two facts:
(i) (cf. [2, Theorem 6.14]) If R is a left-linear and conﬂuent Maude program
and the strategy map ϕ ofR is compatible with the canonical replacement
map (i.e., µϕ ∈ CMR), then every ground constructor value of term
t = f(t1, . . . , tk) can be computed by evaluating unquote(quote(t)) in
the transformed program Vf (R).
(ii) (cf. [2, Theorem 5.4]) If R is a left-linear and conﬂuent Maude program,
the strategy map ϕ of R is compatible with the canonical replacement
map, and ϕ(c) = {1, . . . , ar(c)} for every constructor symbol c ∈ C∗τ , then
every ground constructor value of a term t of sort τ can be computed with
red in R.
Thus, the ﬁrst test checks whether the E-strategy map associated to the input
module is not canonical and, in such case, the transformation is not applied.
The second test checks whether the strategy maps associated to the con-
structor symbols included in C∗τ contain all the indices and, in such case, the
transformation is not applied.
As an example of the use of the new command, let us consider again the
computation of the value of the expression in Section 1:
Maude> (eval take(4, natsFrom(0)) .)
transforming module NAT-LIST for symbol take
transformed module QNAT-LIST is complete for defined symbols: take
reduce in QNAT-LIST :
unquote(quote(take(4, natsFrom(0))))
result List‘(Nat‘) :
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0 . 1 . 2 . 3 . nil
The (transformed) module internally used by the metaReduce function
launched for the expression unquote(quote(take(4, natsFrom(0)))) is gi-
ven in Appendix A.
Furthermore, the reader should note that since the transformation is para-
metric with respect to a deﬁned function symbol, the command eval is often
more interesting than the command norm, since we can evaluate an expression
within the transformed module for a concrete deﬁned function symbol. This
often improves the termination behavior of the evaluation process (see [2]).
For this reason, we have implemented a variant of the command eval_for_
allowing the explicit inclusion of the deﬁned function symbol (which can be
thought of as expressing the functionality we are interested in) to transform
the module.
Maude> (eval natsFrom(0) for take .)
transforming module NAT-LIST for symbol take
transformed module QNAT-LIST is complete for defined symbols: take
reduce in QNAT-LIST :
unquote(quote(natsFrom(0)))
result List‘(Nat‘) :
0 . natsFrom(0 + 1)
Note that the expression natsFrom(0) enters in an inﬁnite evaluation both
using the command eval and norm:
Maude> (eval natsFrom(0) .)
Segmentation fault
Maude> (norm natsFrom(0) .)
Segmentation fault
Thus, with eval_for_, the non-termination of expression natsFrom(0)
can be avoided while constructor normal forms for symbol take are provided.
On the other hand, eval does not compute arbitrary normal forms but only
constructor normal forms.
Finally, it is worth noting that built-in modules, sorts, and symbols in-
cluded in Maude are preserved by adding the equations
quote(X) → X [owise] .
unquote(X) → X [owise] .
for built-in sorts such as Bool, Int, or Nat. Note that these equations have
the attribute owise in order to not interfere with normal quote and unquote
equations. This is done by the function genEquationSetID.
As for the norm command, the complete speciﬁcation can be found in
http://www.dsic.upv.es/users/elp/toolsMaude
In this URL, one can also ﬁnd declarations for making both commands avail-
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able simultaneously.
6 Conclusions and future work
Maude is able to deal with inﬁnite data structures and avoid inﬁnite compu-
tations by using strategy annotations (see [17]). Maude strategy annotations
are lists of non-negative integers associated to function symbols that specify
the ordering in which the arguments are (eventually) evaluated in function
calls. Some argument indices can eventually be missing from these lists thus
improving the termination behavior of the program. However, they can even-
tually make the computation of the normal form(s) of some input expressions
impossible.
We have used Full Maude to implement two new commands norm and
eval which furnish Maude with the ability to compute (constructor) normal
forms of initial expressions even when the use of strategy annotations together
with the built-in computation strategy of Maude (i.e., command red) is not
able to obtain them. The command norm performs a layered normalization
of the initial expression until the normal form is reached (if any). On the
other hand, eval uses a transformed program to obtain a diﬀerent one which
is able to obtain the constructor normal forms which correspond to a given
input expression.
These commands have been integrated into Full Maude, making them
available inside the programming environment like any other of its commands.
The high level at which the speciﬁcation/implementation of Full Maude is
given makes this approach particularly attractive when compared to conven-
tional implementations. The ﬂexibility and extensibility that Full Maude af-
fords has made the extension quite simple, and in a very short time.
Although both norm and eval are intended to achieve a common goal,
they work quite diﬀerently. We have performed a simple comparison of the
behavior of norm and eval regarding their eﬃciency. We have used the Full
Maude modules in Section 1 together with a couple of new ones to implement
a function
op factorsOf : Nat -> List(PNat) .
which produces the list of prime factors of a natural number (see the complete
program in Appendix B) as follows:
Maude> (norm factorsOf(123456789) .)
reduce in FACTORS
factorsOf(123456789)
result List‘(PNat‘) :
(3 ^ 2).PNat .(3607 ^ 1).PNat .(3803 ^ 1).PNat
As expected, the function factorsOf tell us that 123456789 = 32 · 3607 ·
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N 123456789 1234567890 12345654321 1234567654321 123456787654321
norm 2165331/3630 2165530/4230 1231/0 3145001/6990 5888/20
eval 2172567/4060 2167532/4500 2201/20 3147446/7340 6985/20
eval∗ 2166040/3510 2166074/3890 743/0 3145988/6370 5527/10
Fig. 1. Cost of computing factorsOf(N) in rewriting steps/milliseconds.
3803. The table in Figure 6 summarizes the cost of computing factorsOf(N)
for ﬁve natural numbers N showing rewriting steps/time (in milliseconds).
The table shows that, in general, norm is usually more eﬃcient than eval, but
not so much. This is not surprising, though, since the use of eval involves
computations using a transformed program which always adds some new rules.
The row eval∗ corresponds to the direct use of the transformed program
in Core Maude (without using Full Maude). It is interesting to note that
the overloading which is introduced by the preprocessing step of eval (i.e.,
computing the transformed program) is not so high. This is more evident
when we consider the factorization of the ﬁrst, second and fourth numbers
where the computational eﬀort due to the factorization is much higher than
the administrative overloading.
The new commands norm and eval permit to overcome the limits of strat-
egy annotations regarding correctness and completeness of computations. An
alternative way to address the problems introduced by the absence of some
indices in the local strategies is including negative indices as part of strategy
annotations to express that the corresponding arguments will be evaluated
on-demand, where the ‘demand’ is an attempt to match an argument term
with the left-hand side of a rewrite rule [22]. This often permits to recover
correctness and completeness of computations while the program is still termi-
nating. An operational model for on-demand strategy annotations, which is
based on a suitable (and conservative) extension of the E-evaluation strategy
of Maude (which only considers annotations given as natural numbers) has
been proposed in [1]. In [8], we present an extension of Full Maude with the
ability to accept and execute programs with on-demand strategy annotations
according to the computational model proposed in [1].
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A Module resulting from the transformation in the com-
mand eval for the running example
fmod QNAT-LIST is
protecting NAT .
protecting BOOL .
protecting INT .
sorts List‘(Nat‘) .
subsort Nat < List‘(Nat‘) .
op _._ : Nat List‘(Nat‘) -> List‘(Nat‘) [strat(1 0)ctor] .
op _._’ : Nat List‘(Nat‘) -> List‘(Nat‘) [ctor] .
op nil : -> List‘(Nat‘) [ctor] .
op nil’ : -> List‘(Nat‘) [ctor] .
op quote : List‘(Nat‘) -> List‘(Nat‘) [strat(0)] .
op quote : Nat -> Nat [strat(0)] .
op unquote : List‘(Nat‘) -> List‘(Nat‘) [strat(1 0)] .
op unquote : Nat -> Nat [strat(1 0)] .
op unquoteF_._ : Nat List‘(Nat‘) -> List‘(Nat‘) [ctor] .
op natsFrom : Nat -> List‘(Nat‘) .
op take : Int List‘(Nat‘) -> List‘(Nat‘) .
op take’ : Int List‘(Nat‘) -> List‘(Nat‘) .
eq natsFrom(N:Nat) = N:Nat . natsFrom(N:Nat + 1) .
eq quote(nil) = nil’ .
eq quote(V0:Nat . V1:List‘(Nat‘))
= quote(V0:Nat). quote(V1:List‘(Nat‘))’ .
eq quote(take(V0:Int,V1:List‘(Nat‘)))
= take’(V0:Int,V1:List‘(Nat‘)) .
eq take(0,Z:List‘(Nat‘)) = nil .
eq take(N:Int,X:Nat . Z:List‘(Nat‘))
= X:Nat . take(N:Int - 1,Z:List‘(Nat‘)) .
eq take’(0,Z:List‘(Nat‘)) = nil’ .
eq take’(N:Int,X:Nat . Z:List‘(Nat‘))
= quote(X:Nat). take’(N:Int - 1,Z:List‘(Nat‘))’ .
eq unquote(nil’) = nil .
eq unquote(V0:Nat . V1:List‘(Nat‘) ’)
= unquoteF unquote(V0:Nat). unquote(V1:List‘(Nat‘)) .
eq unquoteF V0:Nat . V1:List‘(Nat‘) = V0:Nat . V1:List‘(Nat‘) .
eq quote(X:List‘(Nat‘)) = X:List‘(Nat‘) [owise] .
eq quote(X:Nat) = X:Nat [owise] .
eq unquote(X:List‘(Nat‘)) = X:List‘(Nat‘) [owise] .
eq unquote(X:Nat) = X:Nat [owise] .
endfm
B Example producing the list of prime factors of a nat-
ural number in Full Maude
(fmod LAZY-LIST(X :: TRIV) is
protecting INT .
sort List(X) .
subsort X@Elt < List(X) .
op nil : -> List(X) [ctor] .
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op _._ : X@Elt List(X) -> List(X) [ctor strat (1 0)] .
op take : Int List(X) -> List(X) .
var N : Int .
var X : X@Elt .
var Z : List(X) .
eq take(0, Z) = nil .
eq take(N, X . Z) = X . take(N - 1, Z) .
endfm)
(view Nat from TRIV to NAT is
sort Elt to Nat .
endv)
(fmod NAT-LIST is
protecting LAZY-LIST(Nat) .
op natsFrom : Nat -> List(Nat) .
var N : Nat .
eq natsFrom(N) = N . natsFrom(N + 1) .
endfm)
(fmod PRIMES is
pr INT .
pr NAT-LIST .
op filter : List(Nat) Int Int -> List(Nat) .
op sieve : List(Nat) -> List(Nat) .
op primes : -> List(Nat) .
vars X M N : Int .
vars Y Z : List(Nat) .
eq filter(X . Y, 0, M) = 0 . filter(Y, M, M) .
eq filter(X . Y, N, M) = X . filter(Y, N - 1, M) .
eq sieve(0 . Y) = sieve(Y) .
eq sieve(N . Y) = N . sieve(filter(Y, N - 1, N - 1)) .
eq primes = sieve(natsFrom(2)) .
endfm)
(fmod PNAT is
pr NAT .
sort PNat .
op _^_ : Nat Nat -> PNat [ctor] .
endfm)
(view PNat from TRIV to PNAT is
sort Elt to PNat .
endv)
(fmod FACTORS is
pr PRIMES .
pr LAZY-LIST(Nat) .
pr LAZY-LIST(PNat) .
op factors : Nat List(Nat) Nat -> List(PNat) .
op factorsOf : Nat -> List(PNat) .
vars N P E : Nat .
var PS : List(Nat) .
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eq factors(1, P . PS, E) = P ^ E .
eq factors(N, P . PS, 0)
= if P divides N
then factors(N quo P, P . PS, 1)
else factors(N, PS, 0)
fi .
ceq factors(N, P . PS, E)
= if P divides N
then factors(N quo P, P . PS, E + 1)
else (P ^ E) . factors(N, PS, 0)
fi
if N > 1 /\ E > 0 .
eq factorsOf(1) = 1 ^ 1 .
ceq factorsOf(N) = factors(N, primes, 0) if N > 1 .
endfm)
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